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November 17th, 2013
- Practical Dowsing Day -

T

his is our yearly Practical Dowsing Day. A very entertaining
day with something for everyone to learn and share.

Some of the topics include:
Water quality exercises, including dowsing for quality and learning
how to energise water. Make your family, plants and pets healthy.
Map dowsing for anything detrimental or negative. Bring a plan of
your house to get it checked.
Dowsing story telling. Bring your own to share with us.
Dowsing tips and tricks. You will be able to share yours too.
How to make and dowse orgonite for balancing spaces. Why not
start to make your own?
Questions. Ask questions or give answers, so everyone benefits.
Locating unwell body parts using psychometry will be part of the
Reiki table.
There will be several tables with experienced dowsers.
You are invited to come prepared to relate any interesting dowsing
stories you may have. If you cannot be there on the day, please send
your interesting stories to the Secretary, so they may be read out.
There will be several short talks and a video, and any dowsing questions can be answered on the day. We can guarantee it will be an
informative and enjoyable afternoon.
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From the Editor

ust a reminder that our December meetings are always on the second
Sunday of December, due to the festive season. This year, it falls quite
early on Sunday the 8th of December, so make sure to mark it on your
calendar.
I am travelling in the US at the moment, attending a BioGeometry training course. While travelling I came across this quote:
“Darkness yields to Light.., Ignorance yields to Knowledge” and it really got
me thinking. My initial thought was “No way! Look at the state of this
world.” But then I realised that both darkness and ignorance are nothing
in themselves, they are just the absence of their opposites. When you
turn the light on in a room, darkness automatically leaves. And so it is
with ignorance, once you gain knowledge, it cannot be undone.
The great darkness and ignorance we see in this world are also created by
absence of their opposites. We are slowly seeing the light filtering in. We
are becoming informed of events and situations that would have remained
hidden just a few years ago.
Naturally with knowledge, comes responsibility. We need to correct the
situation brought to light by new knowledge. I personally have trust in
the Human Spirit, it is guided from the inside by an insatiable thirst for
satisfaction, for fulfilment, for peace.
The impact of many years of rampant materialism is slowly revealing that
materialism will not fulfil our thirst. Our task is to find what will, our
very survival depends on it. Our planet does not have room for another
20 years worth of garbage at the rate we are creating it right now.
We need only look at the messages left by the masters of the past “Know
Thyself”, “The Kingdom of Heaven is within” and pay attention to your
life!
Until next time..							François
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Dowsing is not Just for Water
By Chris Hinsley
Reprinted in part from the Journal of the British Society of Dowsers
September 1992

I

received a request to help with
solving the source of infection
causing neck rot in four-day-old
sprouting beans.
As always, some background is necessary to understand the problem
before using dowsing to look for a
solution.
My client had started a business sprouting beans for sale in Hereford.
The beans were mung, aduki, chick pea and alfalfa. He had started at
home in a shed and greenhouse. Everything was all right initially, but
after two years he had a problem of virus infection in the bean sprouts.
The neck withers, goes black and the bean sprouts become smelly and
most unpleasant.
New, larger premises were found in a factory unit on a rural English Estates site. There were no problems for the first year, but then back came
the virus infection. My client had done all the conventional things to
isolate the source of infection. This included getting the expert in from
ADAS, the agricultural advisory service. They had no experience with
bean sprouts, and all they could do was confirm that he had a virus infection, with no idea of its source. No solution meant no business, no work,
no money and a desperate client. At this stage, I was called in - when all
else fails use a dowser!
The first stage was to meet my client at his home, where he showed me
healthy and unhealthy bean sprouts. I dowsed over these with my pen-
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dulum, and was able to create a clear mental witness of healthy/ unhealthy bean sprouts. I then started to ask questions looking for the response from the pendulum in a yes/no answer. I recorded the questions
and answers and this is how they appeared:1. Do I understand the problem?
2. Is there a real infection?

“Yes”

“Yes”

3. Is the source of infection at home or in the factory?
(Strange pendulum reaction)

“Yes/No”

The next step was to go to the factory and assess the situation there.
Outside the factory were the waste bins - check ‘Yes’, they contained infected bean sprouts. Inside the factory were bins with the beans as brought
in, two feet square deep vats in which the beans were sprouted, and large
flat trays where the germination process was completed. Basically the
production sequence was as follows:
1 . Beans arrive from all over the world and are stored in bins.
2. Beans are soaked in a vat in tap water for 12-24 hours.
3. The beans in the vat are rinsed in tap water three times a day, by immersing both hands in the vat and stirring the beans round by hand.
4. When the beans have started to sprout they are put on trays before
packing for sale.
These, then, are the questions that I asked and the answers from dowsing:
1 . Are the beans coming in infected?

“No”

2. At which stage in the process does the infection sprouting originate?
“Vat 1”.
Dowsers Society of NSW – November 2013
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3. Is there anything in the vat? 		
In the water?					

“No”
“Yes/No”

4. Does the water contribute to the infection? 		
“Yes”
- is there something in the water? 			
“Yes”
- is the nitrate level high? 					
“Yes”
- does this cause the problem? 				
“Yes/No”
- does this make the beans susceptible to the infection? “Yes”
- would a clean water supply help? ”		 Yes”
(This was not practical, however, because of the large quantities of water
used.)
5. Where was the source of the infection?
- partner’s dog?
“No”
- partner? 			
“No”
- from home?		
“Yes/No”
- home to work?
“Yes”
- car? 			“Yes”
Where in the car?
- seat? 			“Yes”
- trousers? 		
“Yes”
Where in particular?
- pocket? 			“Yes”
- handkerchief
“Yes”
At this stage I was able to propose a connection and suggest a cause for
the infection.
The infection was associated with handkerchief/ nose/pocket/hand. Day
one for the sprouting beans in Vat 1, the infected hands were immersed
in the water, stirring the beans and transferring the infection into the
water.
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The beans are left in the water for up to 24 hours, and the high nitrogen
content in the water persuades them to sprout vigorously but are prone
to infection. The infection put into the sprouting beans takes 3-4 days to
develop, so it becomes apparent just at the time the beans are ready for
packing.
My client was well satisfied with this explanation, and promised to wear
long gloves when handling the bean sprouts, and wear clean overalls in
the factory.

Letter to the Editor

T

he article ‘Down to Earth Autumn’ by Sib Cole in our Newsletter of
June 2013 made reference, “bulb growers in the Scillies noted the superior performance of bulbs being grown near large granite outcrops”.
A similar observation was made by Philip S. Callahan: ‘Paramagnetism:
Rediscovering Nature’s Secret Force of Growth’.
“The landscape garden of the Momoyama period has a high basalt rock and
low turtle limestone rock (formation). Around these rocks an arrangement of
Chinese bellflowers grow in profusion.
Interestingly enough, they grow to the left of the tall basalt crane rock and on
the right side of the flatter turtle rock. By positioning such rocks in relation
to the sun and to each other, one can control plant growth”.
Enjoy.
John Richardson. (02) 6643-3813
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How to Balance and Clear a School
By Raymon Grace, 2005
Introduction, by Susan Collins

R

aymon Grace, a native of the Appalachian Mountains of Virginia has
been studying forms of healing since 1973. He has developed techniques to balance and ‘clear’ schools of non-beneficial energies. The techniques described below can be applied equally well to hospitals, offices,
transit services, and even your own home.
These are advanced dowsing techniques that he has perfected over many
years, and successfully taught to many people of varying degrees of ability and experience. I personally recommend that if you have never done
anything like this before, that you begin slowly by practicing on yourself
and your own home.
When you are comfortable with the concepts and techniques, then step
up your program and take more on. You’ll probably find that working
with a partner is helpful for remembering what comes next, brainstorming ideas, and for encouraging each other to keep at it.
Remember to have fun while you’re doing this, and take pride in what
you can accomplish. Before you begin, make sure you ground, or ‘zone
in’ to the dowsing system so that you are safe and protected while doing
this work.
Technique, by Raymon Grace
1 - Check the energy level in the school to determine if it is beneficial or
non-beneficial.
2 - If you have the ability to work on many people at once, do it. If not,
start with yourself, then with one person at a time.
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3 - If you are able, do a mass depossession on
the faculty and students including their homes
and families.
To do this, just ask your spirit guides if they
are willing and able to. If so, then ask them to
take all the non-beneficial spirit guides of the
people, and those negative entities within
their energy fields and within the school and
the homes, and take them to the other side,
where they will be given appropriate treatment, and sent on to the realm
where they are supposed to go.
If you do not know how to do a depossession, simply ask God to bless
everyone and everything with the appropriate energy for the best and
highest good of all creation.
4 - Check to see if there are any demons and/or poltergeists present. If so,
ask the spirit doctors to take them to the proper dimension, and lock
them up so they can never return to earth or do any harm.
5 - Check for non-beneficial energetic patterns. Ask to neutralize them
and fill the void with fifth dimensional energy.
6 - Banish all non-beneficial spirits of emotions, such as hate, anger, greed,
violence etc., and de-activate the life force of such spirits.
7 - Scramble the frequency of such spirits and adjust to the frequency of
fifth dimensional energy.
8. Remove all non-beneficial archetypes from faculty and students. Replace with beneficial archetypes as needed.
9 - Check for geopathic stress and neutralize it if there is any.
10 - Find and move water veins if there are any.
11. Find and neutralize all curses, hexes, spells etc.
Dowsers Society of NSW – November 2013
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12. Neutralize the ill-effects of mass consciousness.
13. Bring all people and property into balance with the earth energy.
14. Invite in the spirit of respect, love and whatever you feel appropriate.
15. Check the energy in the school again and see how you have progressed.

R

aymon Grace was an Advisor to the Board of the CSD (Canadian
Society of Dowsers) in 2005. His books, tapes and DVD’s are available through the CSD website. More detailed information on clearing is
available in his book ‘Techniques That Work For Me.’ He has authored
three books:
• ‘The Future is Yours - Do Something About It’ which combines mind
development, shamanism, dowsing, healing, and self-empowerment.
• ‘Techniques That Work For Me’ is an advanced dowsing manual.
• ‘Seasons of April - How to Help Your Kids Succeed’, tells how he used
mental techniques and positive thinking to raise his daughter, April.
• He has also produced a video on purifying and energizing water.
Raymon has taken dowsing to new heights, thus empowering individuals to gain more control of their lives. He teaches in a unique and downto-earth manner, a style that characterizes his life. He lectures across
North America, speaking to a wide variety of audiences, including dowsing societies in U.S. and Canada. He has successfully worked with the
Royal Canadian Mounted Police to reduce violent crime.
His work has been used to reduce violence in schools and to eliminate
abuse of women and children. He has been a guest on numerous radio
talk shows including the well known ‘Coast to Coast AM Radio.’
Raymon’s website is www.RaymonGrace.com
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Copper Bracelets, Chains & Wire
By Clive Tucker
Reprinted from the Journal of the British Society of Dowsers,
September 2000

I

have been dowsing for forty-six
years, and during that time I have
had plenty of dowsing problems
caused by magnetic flux. Deflected
images often put me off-target by
fifty feet, or more, and that can be
both embarrassing and expensive.
Recently, while working on a remote dowsing project, I kept having
problems with deflected images. It was frustrating, so I began to search
for a permanent cure to this age-old dowsing problem.
Eventually I acquired a pure copper bracelet, such as the one people buy
at the local pharmacy to help ease their arthritic pains.
I am right-handed, so I placed the copper bracelet on my left wrist, and
while wearing that bracelet I had no problems whatsoever with deflected
images. Now I was right on target in both map and field dowsing. I also
discovered that while wearing the bracelet my depth of water etc. was accurate. Apparently magnetic flux had been misleading, both horizontally
and vertically.
I also had a left-handed dowser do some tests both with and without the
copper bracelet. This showed that a left-handed dowser needs to wear the
bracelet on their right wrist. (I do not know why.)
Testing showed that while wearing the bracelet, a dowser can use the
pendulum in either their right or left hand with the same accurate effect.
Further testing showed that a dowser could wear a pure copper bracelet,
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or a pure copper wrist chain, or just a piece of bare pure copper wire
wrapped around their wrist, with them all having an equal effect, providing the right-handed dowser uses the left wrist, and the left-handed
dowser uses the right wrist.
Magnetic flux problems ended
While wearing the bracelet, I
am now getting more accurate
readings with Y rod, L rods, the
pendulum and the bobber. I
have ended my problems with
magnetic flux.
My information dowsing says
that by using the copper bracelet, chain or wire on the appropriate wrist, a dowser’s accuracy
may increase up to sixty-six per
cent.
Over the years, I have viewed many pictures of the ancient Egyptians,
and I have often wondered why it was that despite their great wealth,
they were usually shown wearing copper bracelets, and carrying various
dowsing implements.
Is it possible that the Pharaohs knew about the neutralising effect that
copper bracelets had on magnetic flux and the deflected images, and just
carried that information with them into the tomb?
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The Hiranya Coil

T

he schematic diagram below shows how to wind-up a six-pointed
Hiranya Coil. The coil is wound on a wooden board where nails, or
pegs have been placed at the correct location to form 2 opposite equilateral triangles. The wire is wound in a specific order as labelled on the
diagram. Electrical copper wire can be used, with its protective plastic
coating. The ends are just wound up and terminated around the nail or
peg.

An associate and good friend Akihiko Hayakawa, of Japan has sent me a
book detailing the use of these coils. Since I cannot read Japanese I am
relying on the pictures in the book for information.
From the book it would appear that these coils are quite popular in Japan
at present. Many experiments are shown such as flowers growing in a pot
over a coil or a symbol, as below. A control pot sits beside. The coil powered plant is much more healthy than the plant in the control pot.
This is very similar to Lakhovaky’s resonant coils around a plants base,
The same results are obtained. Other experiments shown are spoilage
comparisons between various substances such as rice, raw egg, milk, etc,
Dowsers Society of NSW – November 2013
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It can be seen that the coil or symbol will preserve foods longer than normal. This, of course, was a favorite experiment of pyramid researchers, I
did some experiments along these lines in high school with tile pyramids.
We welcome feedback on any experiments you do with these coils.
The book is called Hiranya Coil. (Cosmic &.Biotic Energies PsychotronGenerator) by Mr. Yuji Miyake.
Another design coming out of Japan is shown below, based on a similar
principle.

Simply photocopy or scan the image and use it to energise plants, food
water, etc..You may laminate the design if you wish.
You may notice that the design shape concept is the same as for the Hiranya coil, however the author has added double lines which will generate the Negative Green energy quality. As a carrier wave, the Negative
Green will give it broadcasting ability. So if you place both a witness and
a remedy, the remedy will be broadcast to the person, animal or plant
personified by the witness. 			
									Author unknown
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Go Bananas!
Reprinted from ‘The Toronto Dowsers Newsletter, January 2013

A

nyone living in Hawaii is well
versed on the importance of
letting bananas ripen before consuming! When bananas are well
mottled with brown spots they are
the most nutritious. They will ripen more slowly if you separate
them from each other, and place
them in a bowl at room temperature. It is almost impossible to
keep them from all ripening at
once, so when you have more ripe bananas than you can consume, peel
them & store them in the freezer in a freezer zip lock bag. You can then
use them for banana bread or smoothies.
IMPORTANT! It is important to wash the bananas before peeling, even
if it is organic, as the skins are coated with pesticides and insecticides that
can be absorbed through your skin.
A rich source of B vitamins such as Vitamin B6 and B 12, bananas can
help anyone recovering from nicotine withdrawal and improve nerve
function. According to gastroenterologists, bananas stimulate the cells
on the internal stomach lining to produce thicker mucus (which protects
against acid) thereby reducing stomach acidity and irritation.
According to the published works of the International Journal of Cancer,
it has been shown that daily consumption of whole fruits and vegetables,
especially bananas, is highly protective to kidney health. The results show
that, over a long timeframe (13 years), women eating more than 2.5 servings of fruits and vegetables per day cut their risk of kidney cancer by 40
%. Among the fruits, bananas were especially protective. Women eating
Dowsers Society of NSW – November 2013
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bananas 4-6 times a week halved their risk of developing the disease,
compared to those who did not eat this fruit. The conclusion of the study
is that frequent consumption of fruits and vegetables, especially bananas,
cabbages and root vegetables, may reduce the risk of kidney cancer.
In a study conducted by the New England Journal of Medicine, eating
bananas as part of the regular diet, can reduce the risk of death by strokes
as much as 40%. Several experts also claim that bananas can help remedy a ‘hangover’ due to excessive alcohol consumption. “When a person
gets drunk, their potassium stores are being depleted due to frequent urination and sweating,” says Dr Vincent Toralba Jr., a family medicine practitioner. “Depletion of potassium in your body is the reason why you feel awful
when you’ve got a hangover,” he adds. Experts also share that the magnesium in bananas helps relax the blood vessels and provide relief from a
thumping headache.
The fully ripe banana produces a substance called TNF (Tumor Necrosis
Factor) which has the ability to combat abnormal cells. As the banana
ripens, it develops dark spots or patches on the skin. The more dark
patches it has, the higher will be its immunity enhancement quality.
In an animal experiment carried out by a professor in Tokyo University
comparing the various health benefits of different fruits, using banana,
grape, apple, water melon, pineapple, pear & persimmon, it was found
that the banana gave the best results. It increased the number of white
blood cells, enhanced the immunity of the body and produced anti-cancer substance TNF.
The recommendation is to eat 1-2 bananas a day to increase your body’s
immunity to diseases like cold and flu etc.
According to the Japanese professor, yellow skin bananas with dark spots
on it are 8 times more effective in enhancing the property of white blood
cells, than the green skin version.
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Manifesting Our Inner Potential
by Robert Elias Najemy,
Reprinted from http://www.armonikizoi.com

S

elf Limiting Elephants
Elephants born in captivity
are restrained by a chain that
attaches one leg to a metal
spike driven into the ground.
This prevents them from roaming.
They become accustomed to
the fact that, as long as the
chain and spike are next to them, they are unable to move.
As they grow older, their minds become programmed. When they see the
spike and chain, they ‘believe’ and accept that they will not be able to
move. They become so conditioned that when their owners place a small
rope and wooden peg next to them, they make no effort to step away
from it, because they ‘believe’ they are unable to.
In truth, their actual power as adults is so great that they could easily pull
up a chain and spike of any size. Their programming or ‘belief’, however,
allows this tiny rope and wooden peg to limit their movement.
We are all very much like these elephants. We allow the weaknesses, fears
and rejection we experienced as children to program us into a life in
which we lack power, peace, love and happiness. We become controlled
by false childhood assumptions we have made about our ability, strength
and self worth.
We can move away from these ‘pegs’ of self-limitation, but we must choose
to do so.
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The Lion Cub
The story about the lion cub more
graphically describes this process.
Once there was a great lioness that
went hunting with her newborn
cub. While chasing and attacking a
flock of sheep, the lioness made a
wrong move, fell off a cliff and
died.
The cub was left without a mother
and grew up in the midst of a flock
of sheep.
As the years passed, the cub became a full-grown lion, but it was instinctively conditioned to behave as a sheep. It ate grass, made a bleating
sound, and just like the sheep, developed a fear of all other animals.
One day, another lion attacked the flock, and in the chase, was shocked
to see the ridiculous sight of a full grown lion running away with the
sheep bleating “bah bah” in fear.
He caught up to the sheepish lion, and asked, “What are you doing? Why
are you acting in this ridiculous way? You a great, powerful lion acting like a
lowly powerless sheep? What has come over you? You should be ashamed of
yourself.”
The sheepish lion explained that he was a sheep, and that the flock had
taught him to fear and bleat, and run in horror from the powerful lions.
The adult lion took the sheepish lion down to the river and asked him to
look at the reflection of his own face. He saw that he was like the lion and
not like the sheep. The lion then woke up from its ignorance and discovered its previously ignored inner courage, strength and majesty.
We are like the sheepish lion. The sheep represent our human nature, our
Page 18
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personality, which moans, fears, complains and worries. The Lion is the
spiritual aspect of our being, which is a source of great power, wisdom,
creativity, goodness and love.
Great spiritual teachers have appeared throughout history with the same
message of our “LION NATURE”, the untapped spiritual power and
greatness that dwells within us.
Our Life Purpose
Our life purpose is to manifest our unlimited inner power, beauty, creativity and love. We will never feel totally satisfied until we fulfil this inner
need to become who we really are. Just as every flower feels a basic need
to bring forth its flowers and fruits, we too have an abundance of gifts to
bring forth to the world around us. We can do this in many ways.
What are your challenges, which you would like to meet today with
greater confidence in your inner power and ability to cope?
• Dealing more positively with a relationship problem?
• Healing yourself from an illness or weakness in the body?
• Dealing with the loss of or separation from a loved one?
• Solving an economic problem?
• Bringing up children with love and wisdom?
• Manifesting social changes?
• Facing death with inner peace when the time comes?
• Forgiving someone?
• Confronting fears?
• Transforming our belief system.
• Coping with a law case or some injustice?
• Creating something that requires all your inner resources?
• Finishing school?
• Making a new step in life?
• Making an important decision?
Dowsers Society of NSW – November 2013
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Whatever our present challenges might be, we need to move forward and
meet them on all levels with self-confidence, self-esteem, humility, love
and clarity. In addition, we need to be detached from the final outcome.
It is the motive and effort which count and not the result.
We will also need to develop patience and perseverance.
We must persevere while also being patient for the results.
by Robert Elias Najemy, author and life coach.
Please refer to website www.armonikizoi.com for further details

You Can Protect Yourself Against EMF
By Carolanne Wright
Contributing Writer for ‘Wake Up World’

T

he average person usually doesn’t realize they are jeopardizing their
health by innocently clicking away on the computer, or talking on a
cordless phone. Linked with cancer, Alzheimer’s, multiple sclerosis,
chronic fatigue, miscarriage and a host of other devastating diseases, electromagnetic fields (EMFs) are a serious modern concern. And exposure
is almost impossible to avoid. But with diet and a measure of awareness,
the dangers of EMFs can be reduced.
Hidden hazards
Created by cell phones, power lines, computers and microwaves, as well
as other electronic and magnetic devices, EMFs wreck havoc on the body.
These fields induce brain fog, forgetfulness, anxiety, depression and
chronic fatigue in those who are sensitive.
The following three common appliances emit strong electromagnetic radiation and cause a variety of health disorders:
Microwave - Cancerous growths, headaches, fatigue, dizziness, hair loss,
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muscle and heart impairment, blurred vision and increased cholesterol.
Computer - Erratic heartbeat, sleep disorders, miscarriage, severe headaches, thyroid malfunction, loss of energy, stress, dizziness, poor memory
and decreased libido.
Cell phone - Insomnia, memory loss, dizziness, nausea, poor concentration, hair thinning, eye problems, respiratory complaints, tinnitus, brain
tumors and aneurisms.
Needless to say, protecting oneself from EMFs is crucial for well being.
Unplug and preserve wellness
Completely avoiding electromagnetic
radiation is impossible. Yet minimizing exposure lessens the damaging impact on health.
• The first rule of thumb is to turn off
and unplug appliances when not in
use.
• Next, avoid Wi-Fi networks — especially in the home. Fully charging
laptops, and then unplugging when
ready for use, is another way to minimize EMF exposure. If the computer needs to be connected to a
power source, make sure plugs and power strips are located far away
from the body.
• Steer clear of halogen and fluorescent lighting. Both technologies produce substantial EMFs. LCD lighting is a safe alternative.
• Cordless phone? Avoid DECT technology — it transmits a strong radio frequency signal, even when idle. Keep the handset away from the
body by activating speaker mode. The same for cell phones. If this isn’t
Dowsers Society of NSW – November 2013
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possible, use a tube headset. Even with lower levels of exposure, it is
still important to fortify the body in order to avert health issues.
Prevent and repair damage
Grounding the body as well as using key foods and supplements
improves resiliency to EMFs.
Heard of earthing yet? It’s all the
rage among those who want to be
more energetic, grounded, clear,
healthy and youthful. Simply
place bare feet on sand or a moist
patch of grass for at least 10 minutes. Really, that’s it.
The benefits are truly exceptional
— a strong immune system along
with reduced inflammation and
cardiovascular disease are just a
few of earthing’s rewards.
Earthing is an excellent practice to ward off the harmful effects of electromagnetic fields. Simply stand barefoot on a dewy patch of grass or
walk along a sandy beach for at least ten minutes each day.
A nutrient rich diet is also essential. Below is a list of edibles and superfoods that protect against EMFs:
• - Iodine
• - Vitamin D3
• - Sea vegetables
• - Spirulina
• - Noni
Page 22
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• - Curcumin
• - B-complex vitamins
• - Melatonin
• - Tulsi (Holy Basil)
• - Omega-3 fatty acids
• - Glutathione
• - Sulfur
• - Selenium
• - Zinc
In addition, consuming high Oxygen Radical Absorbance Capacity
(ORAC) foods is vital to prevent and heal DNA damage from EMFs.
Good choices include: artichokes, cranberries, red beans, pecans, pomegranate seeds, rosemary, asparagus, blueberries, walnuts, prunes, cruciferous vegetables, cinnamon, dates, broccoli and cilantro. Always remember to select organic for ultimate nutritional power.
Even though living in an age of Wi-Fi and all sorts of EMF spewing
gadgets is hazardous, we don’t have to be victims of this invisible menace.
Tend to the diet, ground the body and unplug appliances whenever possible. By taking these precautions and proactive steps, modern living need
not be so dangerous.
Article Sources
‘Health Effects of Exposure to EMF’ SCENIHR. http://ec.europa.eu
‘10 Ways to Protect Yourself from EMF Exposure’ Kevin Byrne, Naturally
Savvy. www.naturallysavvy.com
‘Unplug — Protect yourself from EMF Exposure’ Lenette Nakauchi, Natural News, August 23, 2011. http://www.naturalnews.com/033401_
EMF_exposure_dangers
‘EMF Protection’ Wayne Gendel, Forever Healthy.
www.foreverhealthy.net/html/archives/articles/emf
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‘How to Protect Yourself from EMFs (electromagnetic frequencies)’ Kevin
Gianni, Renegade Health, November 17, 2011.
http://renegadehealth.com
‘Do EMF Protection Devices Really Work?’ Kevin Gianni, Renegade Health,
November 21, 2011. http://renegadehealth.com
‘Nutrition for Protection in Wireless Environments’ EMF Wise.
http://www.emfwise.com/nutrition
‘Important Supplements For Protection From EMF’ Best EMF Health.
www.best-emf-health.com/protection-from-emf
‘Superfoods to Protect Against EMFs’ Hella D, June 1, 2012.
www.helladelicious.com
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- Morning Dowsing Seminar Sunday 17th November 2013

T

his practical, hands-on seminar will introduce you to the concept that:
“Existence is Vibration”

See our website for details at www.dowsingaustralia.com
What to Bring:
A notebook, pen, pendulum, any other dowsing equipment you use and
a small bottle of water (important) in addition to your preferred personal
drinking water.
When:
Sunday 17th November 2013
The Seminar Registration will begin at 9:30 am for a 10:00 am start, till
12.30pm.
The seminar will be followed at 2:00 pm by a special dowsing meeting
open to all, called ‘A Practical Dowsing Day’, where you can learn more
as members will share their experiences. You are welcome to stay for that.
Where:
Community Hall, 44 Gladesville Road, Hunters Hill, Sydney, NSW, (In
the same room as our monthly meetings)
Registering:
You will find a registration form on our website at:
http://www.dowsingaustralia.com on the seminar.
By the time you get this newsletter it will be too late to send a registration
form, so you are most welcome to come and register on the day providing you call Olga Kosterin on 02-9818-6127, or contact her by email at
olga.kos@bigpond.com to book a space in advance.
Dowsers Society of NSW – November 2013
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Speaker for December 8th, 2013
Paul Fenton-Smith
- Palmistry, your life in your hands -

T

he map of your life is written in the
palms of your hands and in this talk
author and palmist Paul Fenton-Smith examines some of the major lines and signs
which reveal your inner nature, your talents and to some degree your destiny.
Based on Paul’s bestselling book Palmistry
Revealed (Joshua Books 2003), this talk
offers useful insights into ourselves and
those we love, through the study of our
hands.
We will examine
• Personality and character traits.
• Health.
• Relationships.
• Suitable career directions and when changes occur.
• Fate and free-will.
Paul is a passionate and dynamic speaker who provides vivid examples from his 35 year career to illustrate the accuracy of this
ancient study. Handouts are included so that you can follow along.
Bring your hands.
Paul’s website: www.paulfentonsmith.com
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Date of Meetings
Third Sunday of every month, except December (2nd Sunday)
Time: 2:00pm to 5:00 pm
Venue for Meetings
Community Hall, 44 Gladesville Road, Hunters Hill
Bus Services:
Transport Enquiries: 131 500
From City, Central : Bus # 501 from Central to Rozelle
then Bus # 506 to Hunters Hill
From City, Circular Quay : Bus # 506
From Chatswood : Bus # 536
Please arrive at the meeting early so as not to disturb
and be seated by 2:00 pm
Dowsers Society of NSW – November 2013
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